Lunch seminar at the Academic Resource Center (ARC)  
“Strategies for successful studying at KTH”

A seminar series on how to use your time efficiently with particular focus on acquiring basic problem solving skills for technical and mathematical courses. What is the best way to learn things like programming or math problems and how do we approach problems that are not textbook typical ones?

The seminar is divided into two parts;

- **Part one:** Thursday **April 25th** at 12.00 – 13.00
- **Part two:** Tuesday **May 7th** at 12.00 – 13.00

**Where:** SydÖstra Galleriet, KTHB

**Seats available:** 50

➔ To sign up, send an e-mail to: studyadvisor@kth.se

**Speaker:** Björn Liljeqvist, MscEE.

Björn has given courses on study skills for over a decade, starting while he was still a teaching assistant in computer engineering at Chalmers. He is the author of “Plugga smart” and is a board member of Mensa International.

We will invite you for a sandwich and something to drink!